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thevaram kuthu songs Kaadhal Kaadhal movie
is based on the story of Saami in

Sivakarthikeyan action comedy starrer film.
Sivakarthikeyan is back with a brand new

Tamil movie ‘Kaadhal Kaadhal’. Siva, Arjun,
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Kaali has been a part of many movies. All of
them are highly entertaining, best-loved, and
highly successful films in Tamil, Telugu and
Hindi. Now, there is a fresh delight for Tamil
movie lovers with the first look of ‘Kaadhal

Kaadhal’ in Sivakarthikeyan. Sathya is one of
the earliest films of the great Sivakarthikeyan.
Starring Sivakarthikeyan and Shalini in lead

roles, Sathya became a commercial and
popular film. Thevaram songs, songs are
composed by the master music director

Karthik Raja. With all the work done by the
music director, the combination of lyrics by

Kabilan and background score by R.D.Burman
were full of depth. This was the album that
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introduced the 60s sound to Tamil cinema. A
characteristic of the year 1965, when

Sivakarthikeyan was in peak of his career. The
story revolves around a person who struggles a

lot to be loved and having difficulties to
understand and to love. This film has taken the

national Award and got the Silver Remi
Award. Thevaram movie was one of the

biggest hits of the 80s. The musical treat was
directed by P. Bharathiraja. The music was

directed by Raja. This year the song ‘Vadivel
Thevaram’ made a nice breakthrough and

became a superhit. The song was a mass hit
and was applauded by all the fans of

Sivakarthikeyan. Thevaram song is one of the
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most popular songs of late 90s Tamil cinema.
Thevaram
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In this Thevaram Sundarar praises all 63
Nayanmaras in his unique way and bows to
these devotees of Shiva. View Lyrics. Sundarar
Sundararat Maheshwari Nayanmaran
Nayanmaran Nayanmaran Nayanmaran
Nayanmaran Nayanmaran Nayanmaran
Nayanmaran Nayanmaran Nayanmaran
Nayanmaran Nayanmaran Nayanmaran
Nayanmaran Nayanmaran Nayanmaran Chorus
Mahadev, Faithfully proclaimed, You are God.
You cannot deny it. No one can deny you.
Mahadev, faithfully proclaimed, You are God.
You cannot deny it. No one can deny you.
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Mahadev, faithfully proclaimed, You are God.
You can't deny it. fffad4f19a
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